Appian CampusPass™
THE FASTEST WAY TO COORDINATE THE SAFE RETURN OF YOUR ENTIRE
ACADEMIC COMMUNITY BACK TO CAMPUS

REIMAGINING BACK TO SCHOOL
In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, educational institutions worldwide have had to reimagine their academic
year and campus life. As fall approaches and social distancing guidelines ease, colleges and universities will need to
address a number of reopening challenges, from health screening and monitoring to ways for reducing the density of
groups.

COORDINATE AND COMMUNICATE ACROSS ALL DEPARTMENTS AND STUDENTS
Appian CampusPass™ developed with the University of South Florida is the fastest way to coordinate the safe return
of your entire academic community. You can be up and running within hours.
CampusPass facilitates college-wide coordination and communication by giving all departments access to the same
information in real time. Through a unified command center and single interface, you can see and manage the health
and status of multiple campuses, while adhering to your policies and local regulations.
As you work through your protocols to reinstate on-campus life, CampusPass scales to your evolving needs. With
highly-rated reliability and comprehensive security qualifications, you can trust that all collected information is
secure within Appian’s HITRUST-certified and HIPAA-compliant cloud. CampusPass also enables GDPR compliance
for data privacy.
The solution is available on the Appian Cloud or on-premises.

“The health and safety of students, faculty, and staff is our most important concern
during this pandemic. Coordinating and communicating across all departments and tens
of thousands of students poses a significant challenge for universities, and Appian is the
platform that brings us all together safely and securely.”
-Sidney Fernandes, CIO

Appian CampusPass™
SMART AUTOMATION THAT IS EASILY CONFIGURED FOR YOUR EVOLVING NEEDS
•

A unified command center. See and manage the health
and campus status of the entire academic community in
real time through a single interface.

•

Robust privacy and security. To protect personal health
information, the solution runs on the HIPAA-compliant
and HITRUST-certified Appian Cloud.

•

Fast, easy screening. Through a simple web or mobile
interface, students, faculty, staff, vendors, and visitors can
securely submit and update the personal health and risk
data required by local regulations and your policies.

•

•

Intelligent return to campus verification. Define
internal policy rules regarding return to campus
authorization. Appian helps with pre-built rules based
on health organization guidelines and government
regulations. Your rules are applied to everyone’s health
and risk submission data to automatically authorize oncampus access which is controlled through Mobile Pass.

Contact tracing and isolation processing. Rapidly
identify and respond to COVID-19 exposure incidents
across campus, and manage the process to quickly
isolate exposed, on-campus residential students with
investigatory case management.

•

Global languages. The application interface is available
in English, Italian, Spanish, German, and French, with the
ability to expand to other languages.

•

Deploy Quickly. Get up and running in hours. Deploy in
days.

•

Institutional Branding. Easily add your school’s logo and
colors to the interface.

•

Automated Mobile Pass authorization. Based on your
policies students, faculty, staff, and others approved to
return to campus receive an automated authorization
“pass” (with QR code), displayed on their mobile device
for easy verification.

New features released regularly using the Appian Low-code Automation platform.

For more information, visit:
appian.com/campuspass

Appian provides a low-code automation development platform that accelerates the creation of high-impact business
applications. Many of the world’s largest organizations use Appian applications to improve customer experience, achieve
operational excellence, and simplify global risk management and compliance.
For more information, visit www.appian.com

